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The Perfectly Matching Home
When creating a beautiful and stylish home, details are everything.  

A front door with matching hardware creates a great first impression.

With Fab&Fix it doesn’t have to stop at the front door.  Our ever growing 

fittings perfectly match with the rest of our range – not just in colour,  but 

in form as well.

With a wide range of product to choose from, every homeowner can find the 

details that will complete their home, whatever their personal style or budget.

Hardware may be the last thing fitted, but it’s where the eye falls, the part 

we most frequently touch and operate, and the aspect by which we judge

overall quality.







Design is a labour of love
Products start life at our UK design studio in

With over 70 years of combined industrial 

design experience, our team creates beautiful

products that also meet the highest standards 

of engineering quality, ease of installation, 

functionality and durability.

Tested beyond the limits
At the same UK site, our dedicated research

and testing laboratory puts all new designs

through a rigorous process of endurance and

functionality testing. 

Only designs that meet our own discerning

standards, often beyond those demanded by

the industry, go through to production.



Built to last
Fab&Fix products are manufactured to

requirements more frequently associated with

cars and aeroplanes than door and window

hardware.

Our dedicated factory works to internationally

recognised quality standards. Every run of

products is quality checked during production,

before shipping and again on arrival at our 

UK distribution centre - that’s why we

confidently stamp every box with the Fab&Fix

mark of quality.

Quality takes time 
5 years in development. Hardex Electro finishes 
are among the most resilient and attractive in 
the world today.

Time is everything in our uniqure process, it takes
over 24 hours to plate a single handle.

Meticulous preparation of the surface material is
followed by a complex series of chemical baths.
each seubmission calculated to the second.
Only  then is the product ready for a Hardex 
Electro plate to be applied before curing in
extreme temperatures.

It’s a lot of effort, but we hope you’ll agree it’s 
worth it.



www.fabnfix.co.uk

Care Instructions
Fab&Fix is the ultimate in window and door hardware. To maintain the high quality finish of 
these products, we recommend wiping them with a clean cloth soaked in warm water and 
mild detergent every month. Moving parts should be lightly lubricated twice a year.     

Finishes available (left to right):

White, Black, Hardex Chrome, Hardex Satin, Hardex Bronze, Hardex Gold, Hardex Graphite, Antique Black


